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The YOUNG & HUNGRY lifestyle/cookbook is written by Gabi Moskowitz and Diana Snyder. Gabi is

a food blogger and cookbook author and was the inspiration for the Freeform hit comedy. Diana is a

writer for the show.Young & Hungry: Your Complete Guide to a Delicious Life features recipes along

with advice about dating, friendships, entertaining, and health. This book is a girls' guide to being

young, single, short on cash, and passionate about food.
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Gabi Moskowitz is the editor-in-chief of the nationally-acclaimed budget cooking blog BrokeAss

Gourmet, author of The BrokeAss Gourmet Cookbook, Pizza Dough, and the forthcoming Hot Mess

Kitchen. Gabi is also co-producer of Young & Hungry, a Freeform comedy. The show is loosely

inspired by her life and writing. She also starred in a web series in conjunction with the show, called

Young & Foodie.When she is not writing books and making television, Gabi contributes regularly to

The Washington Post, The Guardian, and Lena Dunham's Lenny Letter. Gabi lives in San

Francisco.Diana Snyder found a way of turning her love of writing and dating into an actual job as a

TV writer on Freeform's hit comedy, "Young & Hungry." The series and cast have been nominated

for 5 Teen Choice Awards since its premiere. Before television writing, Diana worked as a personal

assistant to an Oscar winning actor. She graduated from New York University's Tisch School of the

Arts, where she was a Director of the Fusion Film Festival. She dedicates this book to her amazing

Dad (aka Hollywood Dave) who taught her how to zig and zag her way through life. Diana currently

lives in Los Angeles where she spends her time eating spicy tuna rolls and forcing herself to go to



spin class.

I bought this because I love the TV show "Young & Hungry". I love the chemistry between Gabi and

Josh (fingers crossed for them to get together, seriously!). I love the relationships each character

has towards each other. The book is a guide. There are recipes, life hints (I'll call them hints) and

other fun things that young adults or teens probably should know, if they don't all ready. This

delicious guide to life would make an excellent graduation or birthday present!

I absolutely loved the book! As a young girl in my early twenties I thought the advice was super spot

on! Especially the sections about dating (which seemed really scary but now I'm excited), girl code

rules, and how to decorate your first apartment. As someone who just started cooking, I really liked

a lot of the recipes. This weekend I even plan to make the tacos! I felt like the book stayed true to

the tone of the show Young & Hungry and complimented it nicely. Big fan of both!

Love the book. Got it for only 15 dollars and 12 cents. Saved 6 or 7 dollars. I love the show and the

book. Yes should of had more recipes but still a good book for anyone who loves the show. I am a

GUY and like the book. Its not just for ladies.

I love this cook book. I made the brownies and they were so good. Highly recommend this cook

book..

The book was fantastic! A great read and filled with lots of useful tips in navigating life.

I felt this book was very easy to read and just plain interesting with the advice it offered and the

different basic recipes. There were some things that this book touched on that I wouldn't even think

of and now I look forward to situations where I can use what I've learned. Only thing I'd want to

change about it is more pictures of the food, mainly because I like looking at it.

Great little cookbook with tips. My off-to-college daughter loves it!

Therefore I am not too happy with this purchase Awesome ultra-affordable price with product, sales

and evaluation are good, the key is easy to use, this is my most satisfying. just So-So. we were very

pleased to have them. Well satisfied at the moment. Great for holidays. Easy to use and store.
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